Abstract-Candidate text region extraction plays a critical role in convolutional neural network (CNN) based text detection from natural images. In this paper, we propose a CNN based scene text detection algorithm with a new text region extractor. The so called candidate text region extractor I-MSER is based on Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER), which can improve the independency and completeness of the extracted candidate text regions. Design of I-MSER is motivated by the observation that text MSERs have high similarity and are close to each other. The independency of candidate text regions obtained by I-MSER is guaranteed by selecting the most representative regions from a MSER tree which is generated according to the spatial overlapping relationship among the MSERs. A multi-layer CNN model is trained to score the confidence value of the extracted regions extracted by the I-MSER for text detection. The new text detection algorithm based on I-MSER is evaluated with wide-used ICDAR 2011 and 2013 datasets and shows improved detection performance compared to the existing algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Text detection from scene images is a crucial technology in large numbers of computer vision applications, such as image retrieval, scene recognition and automatic navigation in urban environments. In document domain, OCR systems is very mature and have achieved very good performance in detecting texts from scan documents. However, when applied to scene text detection, the performance of traditional OCR techniques drops sharply as they are tuned in relatively stable environment of scanned documents. To quantify and track the progress of text location in natural images, several competitions, including the three ICDAR Text Location Competitions in 2011, 2013 and 2015 [1] , [2] , [3] have been held in recent years.
The challenges of detecting texts from natural images including the variations of texts in font, size and style, complex backgrounds, noise, unconfirmed lighting conditions (like using flash lamps), and geometric distortions. There are many text detection algorithms reported in the literatures [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Most of them use a candidate text region extractor to detect text regions by a classifier or some heuristic rules. As the number and quality of the extracted candidate text regions have significant influences on the computational complexity and accuracy, one of the main research interests of text detection appears in designing robust region extractors. Among them, Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER), an efficient key-region detector proposed by Matas et al. [8] , is the most widely used candidate text region extractor and achieves great success in scene text detection. However, it has been shown in the literature that a considerable number of candidate text regions extracted by MSER contain both text and non-text parts, which makes the classification task very difficult. A modified MSER detector is presented in [9] to divide the text and non-text parts of a candidate text region. However, the difficulty of region classification increases significantly as the number of extracted regions is much larger using the modified MSER. Recently, deep learning methods have achieved promising performances in many visual recognition tasks by extracting more discriminative feature representations. Some text detection algorithms [10] , [11] are then turned to use deep learning models and achieve better performance than traditional algorithms. One crucial problem of these methods is that when training a deep Convolutional neural network (CNN) for candidate text region classification, the size of input image patches is fixed. However, the extracted regions of most image region extractors are of arbitrary size. Thus, one needs to adopt a region transformation method to fix these regions into the CNN architectures.
In this paper, we make two major contributions. First, we develop a novel modified MSER extractor, I-MSER, which is robust against noise, contrast variations, and complex backgrounds. Because of the common image blur in text regions, a large number of overlapping regions extracted when using MSER. The statistics of text and background regions are significantly different in appearance, which motivates us to design the I-MSER detector. By dividing the regions with a credible border, which is learned from the above statistics, the text parts and non-text parts are divided into different regions and every pixel can only belong to one region. main parameter of I-MSER is optimized by using the statistics in the training dataset to minimize the number of non-text regions with sufficient text regions. Second, we design a transformation method and expand the training samples to improve the performance of the CNN outputs with I-MSER.
As the input of CNN is fix-sized, the transformation method is designed to transform the text regions with various aspect ratios into specific aspect ratio and size. Taking the advantages of I-MSER, the multi-layer CNN model can identify the text regions with much higher accuracy.
II. THE TEXT DETECTION ALGORITHM
A. The Motivation of Isolated MSER
The widely used implementation of MSER [12] has additional parameters to control the output regions. One of the most important parameters is minDiversity, which affects the number of output regions by controlling the merging of overlapping MSER regions. With low minDiversity, MSER extracts a large number of overlapping regions, which is regarded as a performance degeneration against blur. However, as texts are normally with outside sharp edges and backgrounds are with inside weak edges, the overlapping regions can be important information in dividing them. As shown in Fig.2(a) , texts have outside sharp edges which may be blurred by compression algorithm like JPEG. Therefore, there are many highly similar MSERs in the text regions, as depicted in Fig.2(b) . Those outer MSERs are just one or two pixel wider then the inner MSERs. The background regions, especially complex backgrounds like plant regions, have many weak edges inside, as shown in Fig.2(c) . Thus the outer regions and inner regions have low similarity, Fig.2(d) .
We analyze the region pixel difference between two overlapping regions in ICDAR2011 dataset. We find out that the difference ratio in text regions and background regions appear differently in statistics, as shown in Fig.2 (e) and (f). Fig.2(e) shows the difference ratio statistics of the text regions. The peak value appears in 0.11, and the ratio section (0,0.2) contains 79% of the total text regions. Although in the difference ratio statistics of the background regions, as shown on Fig.2(f) , the peak value also appears in 0.11, the ratio section (0,0.2) contains only 33% of the total background regions. Thus we can certify that the pixel difference ratio between overlapping regions is an important feature in dividing text and background regions and the MSER detector can be modified for text detection by adding this feature.
B. The Isolated MSER
I-MSER is a modified MSER detector which outputs nonoverlapped MSERs in images. I-MSER extracts the most stable ERs which are probably isolated objects and has good performance in detecting text regions because text regions have significant difference from background regions.
We generate component trees as done in [12] to analyze the spatial overlapping relationships among MSERs. For a tree T n , it contains a top region denoted by R t and some root regions denoted by R r , which are defined by :
Each non-top region has at least one up region R u n , and the smallest R u n is regarded as the father region R f n of region R n :
where min|R| means the region of R who has the lowest number of pixels. Then we merge R n and R f n if they fulfill the following condition: |R
where γ is the stability parameter. And if function (4) is not fulfilled, we set R n as an I-MSER, then cut out all the pixels in R n from every R u n . To optimize the parameter γ, the cumulative proportional distributions of region pixel difference in text and background regions are computed. An example of the computation results is shown in Fig.3 . The dotted line presents the results of each certain γ value, and the points of intersection between the dotted line and the cumulative probably curves present the cumulative proportions P t,γ and P b,γ of corresponding to the 
C. Convolutional Neural Network
After the I-MSER extraction, the extracted regions are simply filtered and merged to remove the obvious non-text regions and merge the regions describing the same character. We filter the regions by limiting the number of their inner holes. Then the regions are merged if they are vertically connected and has similarities. As CNN model limits the input region a fixed-size, we design a region transformation method to transform different shapes of extracted regions in their suitable ways. For the regions whose aspect ratios are close to 1 or their heights are greater than widths, they are transformed into the input size by geometric scaling. For the regions whose widths are much greater than heights, they are divided into some square sub-regions before scaling. In this case, the confidence value of an extracted region is the average confidence value of its sub-regions.After transforming, the regions are input to a CNN model for confidence scoring. Finally the score map of the candidate text regions is analyzed by a text line formation method, which is based on the basics of the regions such as height, vertical position, spaces between the nearest region and color, to form the detected text lines.
The CNN model in our text detection algorithm has 6 layers including two convolutional layers, two down-sampling layers, and two full-connecting layers. The input image size is fixed to 32 × 32 by considering the human identifiable text size. The two convolutional layers have 64 and 96 filters with 6 × 6 and 4 × 4 kernel sizes, respectively. Relu [13] is used as the active function for both of the convolutional layers. The downsampling layers are max-pooling with poolsize of 3 × 3 and 2 × 2, respectively. The feature maps are input to two fullconnecting layers in size of 1024 and 512. The end of the CNN connects with a simple softmax classifier to train the model from labelling errors. After training, the soft-max classifier will assign confidence value for every input patches instead of labelling. The CNN model is shown in Fig.4 .
III. EXPERIMENTS
Our I-MSER text detection algorithm is evaluated with both ICDAR 2011 dataset and ICDAR 2013 dataset, which are the most primary text detection datasets. With the ICDAR 2011 dataset, our algorithm is compared with existing approaches using ER [6] , MSER [7] , SWT [4] , and the top method in the ICDAR 2011 robust reading competition [1] . The work in [11] is another CNN based text detection algorithm but it is not compared in the experiment because its evaluation method is not as same as ICDAR 2011. With the ICDAR 2013 dataset, our algorithm is compared with the top three methods in the ICDAR 2013 robust reading competition [2] . The training samples to train the CNN model are composed of two groups. One is generated from the training set of ICDAR2011 dataset and the other is the text samples generated by Wang et al. [10] . To generate the ICDAR2011 training samples, firstly the MSERs are extracted from the images; then the MSER are transformed into fixed-size image patches by the region transformation method; finally the image patches and their labels constitute the training datasets. There are more than 80% of the extracted samples are non-text samples. To balance the quantity of text and non-text samples, the generated samples are added into them. Finally, the training samples are consist of 40% text samples and 60% non-text samples.
The intermediate results of our algorithm are shown in Fig.5 . Fig.5(a) presents the output of I-MSER, which contains various isolated regions. The I-MSERs exist mostly in background regions and some in text regions. Note that in the first character "E", one region is located in the upper part and the other is located in the lower part. And in Fig.5(b) , note that the two regions have been merged into one region which presents the character "E" individually. We can also easily figure out that many background regions have been filtered out. Fig.5(c) presents the confidence map of the regions generated by the CNN model. All the text regions and few background regions gain high confidence value, which shows that the confidence value assigned by the CNN model is highly credible. The final result is shown in Fig.5(d) . The text regions are grouped into a text line by a text line formation method. Note that the high confidence background regions are not grouped into text lines because they do not satisfy the formation rules. Table I summarizes the evaluation results of our algorithm in different γ values. The optimal value γ o is computed by formula (5) with the training set of ICDAR 2011 competition database [1] . γ o is chosen for standard performance evaluation, and γ with the values of γ o ± 2% and γ o ± 5% compare with it. We can note that recall is directly proportional to γ, while precision is inversely proportional to γ. Recall with γ o − 5% drops significantly because the extracted text regions are much less than with γ o . While with small range above γ o , precision drops slowly because the number of extracted text regions increases nearly synchronously with the number of extracted non-text regions and our algorithm has good performance amongst those false. [7] 0.73 0.66 0.69 Neumann's algorithm [6] 0.73 0.65 0.69 Epshtein's algorithm [4] 0.73 0.60 0.66 Table II Table III summarizes the evaluation results of different text detection algorithms in the ICDAR 2013 dataset. In the evaluations of proposed text detection algorithms, our algorithm also achieves the best recall and the state-of-art result.
IV. CONCLUSION
We propose a CNN based text detection algorithm with a modified MSER detector -I-MSER, which extracts isolated (non-overlapping) regions rather than overlapping regions extracted by original MSER from natural images. The I-MSER is motivated by the observation that the statistics of text and background MSERs have significant differences in appearance. I-MSER is designed for extracting isolated object regions which have stable internal color and sharp edges, e.g. texts, blocks. Our I-MSER algorithm has great advantages in detecting text regions addressing challenges such as noise, contrast variations, and plentiful complex backgrounds typical in natural images. We propose a statistical leaning method to optimize the main parameter of I-MSER, and the experiment shows that it achieves the best performance in our algorithm. A deep CNN model is trained to identify the candidate text regions extracted by the I-MSER for text detection. To generate the fix-size input of CNN, a transformation method is designed to transform the extracted regions with different aspect ratio types to fix-size in different ways. We evaluate our algorithm in the ICDAR 2011 and 2013, where our algorithm achieves the best recalls and the state-of-art results.
